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Damned Modernity

What theories underpin right-wing movements?
What is intellectual about them? Why are they not
just opposed to the Enlightenment, but to our whole
modern era? Are Luther and Descartes responsible
for all that is wrong with the world today? And what
has Don Quixote got to do with it all? Why does postmodernism begin with Descartes? What connects
the Iraq War to Heidegger? What the Devil has been
going on since 1989 – instead of the end of history
and global peace? How does this all connect to Carl
Schmitt? Why did we think for so long that the mind
automatically skews left? Why do the words exiles in
America conjure up images of the Frankfurt School
and not of rightwing intellectual movements? Why
do these people have such a radical mistrust of
democracy? Why are their arch-enemies not just
left-wingers, but also liberals? Why do they view
liberalism as a western version of communism? How
do they justify the return to authoritarian forms of
government? What do Hungary and Poland have to
do with all this? Who provides our rightwing movements with ammunition?

PHILOSOPHY

KARL-HEINZ OTT

English sample
translation
available

Anti-Covid restrictions protestors storm the
Reichstag. A shaman triumphs in the Capitol.
Just a few years ago, such images would
have seemed unimaginable. And yet the
revolt against the Enlightenment has a long
history – and in no way does it only unfold out
on the streets. Its central doctrine claims that
it is not people themselves who determine
their own fate, but some kind of higher power.
In this view, western individualism is also a
heresy, and responsible for everything that is

Lack of trust in democracy,
radicalisation, authoritarian forms of
government - has the Enlightenment
failed to achieve its goals?

Foto ©: Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

Karl-Heinz Ott
was born in 1957 in Ehingen an der Donau, and
has received numerous prizes for his writing,
including the Friedrich Hölderlin Emerging Writers
Prize (1999), the Alemannic Literature Prize
(2005), the LiteraTour Nord Prize (2006), the
Johann Peter Hebel Prize (2012), the Wolfgang
Koeppen Prize (2014) and the Joseph Breitbach
Prize (2021). His most recent publications with
Hanser were the novel Und jeden Morgen das Meer
(2018) and the essay Hölderlins Geister (2019).

3

• The central conflict of European
intellectual history, enthrallingly retold
• A battle of ideas that started with
Luther, Descartes and Hobbes, and
has lasted to this day
• With wit and acumen, Karl-Heinz Ott
reveals that the history of the AntiEnlightenment is as old as the
Enlightenment itself

wrong with the world. In this dense, thoughtprovoking essay, Karl-Heinz Ott reveals the
intellectual foundations of these movements,
and shows that anti-modernism is as old
as modernism. Reason can only keep
the upper hand if it knows its opponents.

Sales
All rights available

Karl-Heinz Ott
Damned Modernity
A History of
Unprogressive Thinking
432 pages
March 2022

»As if in passing, Ott unravels a brief history
of the schools of thought that have defined the
past few decades – with much irony, and consummate erudition.« Helmut Böttiger, Süddeutsche Zeitung

4

PHILOSOPHY

NAVID KERMANI

English sample
translation
available

Evening after evening, a father tells his
daughter about religion – not just about their
own, Islam, but about religion in general, about
God and nothingness, about love and death.
On the
SPIEGEL
t
bestseller lis

And he soon comes to the big questions that
all children ask themselves, and which many
of them forget once they have grown up. This
book is an enchantment, a poetic masterpiece,
and incredibly personal – precisely because

When Sheikh Abu Saíd, one of the most famous Islamic mystics

Navid Kermani dares to write into the darkness

of the eleventh century, once visited Tus in northeast Iran, so many

and does not let his faith cover up his lack of

believers flocked to the mosque in anticipation of his preaching
that there was no room left. »May God forgive me,« cried the usher,
»come a little closer, all of you, wherever you are.« At that, the Sheikh

answers. But also of course because his prose,
his thoughts, his knowledge of two cultures
are so unique, so bright and so deep.

stopped the assembly before it had begun. »The usher has already
said everything I wanted to say and all the prophets have said,«
he explained before he turned and left the city. »Come
a little closer, all of you, wherever you are.«

Foto: Heike Boggenberger

Navid Kermani
was born in 1967 in Siegen, and now lives and
works as a freelance writer in Cologne. He has
received numerous awards for his literary and
essayistic work, including the German Book Trade
Association’s Peace Prize and, more recently, the
Hölderlin Prize of the City of Homburg. His most
recent publications with Hanser were Sozusagen
Paris (a novel, 2016) and the children’s book Ayda,
Bär und Hase (2017). His non-fiction book Wonder
Beyond Belief: On Christianity was published in
2016 by C. H. Beck.
navidkermani.de. On Facebook

5

• The bestselling author explores the
big questions and the meaning of life
• Initial Print Run of 50,000 copies

Sales
Arab rights (under negotiation), Italy (Keller Editore),
Netherlands (Cossee), UK/US (under negotiation)

Navid Kermani
Come a Little Closer,
All of You, Wherever
You Are
Questions About God
240 pages
January 2022

• Navid Kermani on religion, humanity,
and the meaning of life

Winner of the German Book Trade Association’s
Peace Prize in 2015

• The essence of his thought:
a call for us to come together
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MORE QUOTES AND PRAISE

»A book as inviting as its title.«
Gustav Seibt, Süddeutsche Zeitung

»One of the most
exciting intellectual
voices in Germany.«
The New York Review of Books

»What a book! 240 pages

»The book itself is an
»Kermani moves from Koranic
suras to quantum physics
to Plato with the greatest

that are as strong as the

»You will certainly enjoy this

narrative ease. And you

presentation and title.

clever, eclectic and entertai-

immediately want a fireplace

This is a very personal

ning book!«

and a lot of time to reflect on

book, so personal that
I'll do something radio
journalists don't normally
do – I'll admit that a few
tears rolled down my
cheek while reading. It
is a very dialogic book,
I feel taken seriously,
even as an adult.«
Andreas Main, Deutschlandfunk

Gesa Ufer | Thomas Böhm, rbb

all the thoughts the author
»Kermani’s words are full

rouses in you.« Stern

of relish and peppered with
a pinch of self-irony. His

»Navid Kermani conveys

writing burns with a love

religion brilliantly. His heart-

of poetry, and the rhyme

felt poetry is enchanting. He

of the suras. This bestsel-

remains honest, doesn't con-

ling author is interested in

jure up impossible dreams,

thought-provoking ideas,

confronts doubt, and takes

boundaries and commona-

on all the great maybes of

lities, and therefore, nothing

the Koran. Lively, unique!«

example of the accuracy,
curiosity and patience
that Kermani expects
from believers in God.
It is not just poetic, even
if beauty is a serious
argument for Kermani;
and it does not evade the
sceptical questions raised
by the history of religions
and Islamism in particular. His daughter's doubts
are no less a part of the
reality described in this
clever, thoughtful and
warm-hearted book than
his elucidations.«
Andreas Mihm, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

»In this ravishing text

less than an examination of

to his daughter, he recon-

ourselves, our being, and

ciles us with God.«

the origin of the world.«

»There must be something emanating from this man that

Andrea Schwyzer, NDR Kultur

we could use right now. You might call it humanity.«

Daniel Arnet, Blick

Wolfgang Maiworm, Magazin Lebens(t)räume

									

Tobias Haberl, SZ-Magazin

»Bachelorette, Bitch, Wallflower, Powerwoman,
Hopeless case, Egoist, Wet Blanket, Women's Libber,
Frigid Intellectual, Single Mother, Single Woman –
she’s been given many names.
I prefer to refer to her as the

And I’d better tell you right away: I am a fan of hers.«
Katja Kullmann

»We should all rejoice, because
Katja Kullmann takes the scare factor
out of the so-called single woman in such
a smart, good-humoured way that we can
at last cease to be afraid of her.«

»I’d better tell you right away:
I am a fan of this book.«

Antonia Baum

Tom Kummer

POLITICS & SOCIETY

KATJA KULLMANN

English sample
translation
available

»Luckily Katja Kullmann
hasn’t saddled herself

She is the woman who is rumoured to not
be lucky in love. The one who manages her

with a life partner,

life solo. The woman without a partner. From
the Weimar Republic office girl to the sup-

otherwise she might

posedly lonesome educated woman of our
present day – she is the real heroine of

not have had the space

the modern age: the singular woman.
Shortly before her fiftieth birthday, Katja Kull-

and time required to

mann realised that she too had become one
of them: a long-term singleton. The realisation

write this beautiful,

gave her a little shock – but then felt like a

deep and sometimes

to unsparingly explore herself, but also for

liberation. And a spur – not just for her
a wider search. What literary, social and pop-

unsettling book.«

cultural testimonies have been left behind by
the woman without a partner? And what might

Alexander Schimmelbusch

her future look like? Katja Kullmann leads
us with passion and determination to a
radical reevaluation of single women.

Sales
All rights available

• The singular woman is not just
Katja Kullmann
was born in 1970; she lives and works as a writer
and journalist in Berlin. Her favourite topics are the
world of work, gender issues and popular culture.
Her bestselling book Generation Ally won the
German Book Prize in 2003. The Singular Woman
is her fifth book.
katjakullmann.de, on Instagram and on Facebook

Katja Kullmann
The Singular Woman
256 pages
March 2022

represented in all classes, social
backgrounds and environments –
she is the real heroine of modernity
• Katja Kullmann tells us what it

Foto ©: Christian Werner

is like to be an unaccompanied woman
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POLITICS & SOCIETY

NATAN SZNAIDER

What
distinguishes
racism from
antisemitism?

The relationship between colonial crimes and
the Holocaust has been discussed internationally for some time. Are Jewish victims given
precedence over African victims in our collective memory? The debates that surrounded
the opening of the Humboldt Forum in Berlin
are now forcing Germany too to confront its
colonial past. What distinguishes racism from
antisemitism? Hannah Arendt and Edward
Said were not the only people to ask such
questions in the past. Their works provide
Natan Sznaider with ideas and arguments
with which to advance the discussion we are
having today. Will it ultimately be possible
to remember the victims of the Holocaust
and of colonialism without relativising history?

• The relationship between the

Foto ©: Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

Natan Sznaider
was born in 1954 in Mannheim, and has worked
as Professor of Sociology at the Tel Aviv Academic
College since 1994. His most recent publications
include Gesellschaften in Israel. Eine Einführung in
zehn Bildern (Suhrkamp 2017), Neuer Antisemitismus? Fortsetzung einer globalen Debatte (edition
suhrkamp 2019, ed. with Christian Heilbronn and
Doron Rabinovici) and Politik des Mitgefühls. Die
Vermarktung der Gefühle in der Demokratie (Beltz
Juventa 2021).

Holocaust and the crimes of
colonialism: a controversial debate
• How does a globalised society

Sales
All rights available

Natan Sznaider
Vanishing Points
of Memory
Holocaust and
Colonialsim in the Present
256 pages
January 2022

confront different memories of
crimes against humanity
• Germany’s role as a colonial power
becomes clearer to the general public
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POLITICS & SOCIETY

ELYAS JAMALZADEH • ANDREAS HEPP

»We saw no
red light.
We saw no
land, no moon,
no stars.
Only water,
high waves,
a storm.«

»Imagine you’ve been high-strung your whole
life: you notice everything, you’re constantly
on alert. I was born high-strung. I was illegal.
Every year, every day, every minute – it might
happen.« Elyas Jamalzadeh’s Afghan parents
were already living in Iran when he came into
the world. He was born a refugee. In 2014, he
embarked on the dangerous journey to Europe.
This book describes, with striking immediacy,
an odyssey that barely anyone would survive.
The fact that Jamalzadeh never lost his sense
of humour and his ambition helps him start
anew in a foreign land. He learns German,
learns a trade and falls in love. A tragic, funny
book – a book that will leave nobody cold!

Sales
All rights available
Elyas Jamalzadeh
was born in Teheran, the child of Afghan war
refugees. According to his mother, it snowed on
the day he was born. He fled with his parents to
Austria in 2014/15, and started an apprenticeship
as a hairdresser.

Foto ©: Mira Rumpel

Andreas Hepp
was born in 1996 in Wels, studied German
language and literature, and now works as
a German teacher in a private school in Linz.
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• Unique insight into a tragic refugee
story, told with suspense and humour

Elyas Jamalzadeh
Andreas Hepp
Friday is a Good
Day to Flee
256 pages
February 2022

• Impressive character and positive
model for integration
• Major Afghan voice
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POLITICS & SOCIETY

RUDI ANSCHOBER

The outbreak of the Coronavirus Pandemic
marked the beginning of a new era. Millions
of people fell ill and died the whole world over,
and despite the advent of vaccines, the end
is still not in sight. Now, for the first time, one
of the politicians involved reports from the
engine room of power. Enthusiastic support
on one side, passionate criticism on the other –
as the freshly-sworn-in Green Health Minister
of Austria, Rudi Anschober was faced with
one of the greatest crises of the 21st century.
Now, a few months after stepping down for
health reasons, Anschober reveals the unprecedented challenges posed by the pandemic

Life as a Health Minister during
the Pandemic: the Inside Story

through the example of a few people: an
intensive care doctor, a research coordinator,
a long Covid patient, a bookseller and
himself as Health Minister of Austria.

Sales
All rights available

224 pages
March 2022

• Inside story of a state of emergency

Foto ©: Ulrik Hölzel

Rudi Anschober
was born in 1960 in Wels, and worked as a
primary school teacher before spending many
years as a member of the regional government
responsible for the environment, water, consumer
protection and integration in the state of Upper
Austria. From January 2020 to mid-April 2021,
he was the Social and Health Minister of the
turquoise-green Austrian federal government.

Rudi Anschober
Pandemia
Insights and Outlooks
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POLITICS & SOCIETY

TOBIAS WILHELM

A couple has applied to their local youth
welfare office for two years as a potential foster
family. Then, from one day to the next, the
lively toddler Noah moves in with them.
From an unfulfilled longing for a child through
bureaucratic issues and settling into a
new daily life as a family – in this warm and
authentic book, Tobias Wilhelm tells us about
the feelings and vagaries involved in life as
a foster father – a life which, ultimately,

A perfectly normal family on life as a foster father
• A socially relevant issue that has
received little attention up until now
Tobias Wilhelm
was born in 1988 in Wiesbaden and studied
screenwriting and dramaturgy at the Film University Babelsberg. His novel Weißer Asphalt was
published by hanserblau in 2019. Tobias Wilhelm
is a foster father himself and lives in Berlin.

is barely distinguishable from that of
a »perfectly normal« father.

Sales
All rights available

Tobias Wilhelm
Something Like Your Dad
Life with a Foster Child
192 pages
February 2022

• An intelligent, warm book based
on the author’s vast treasure
trove of experience

Foto ©: Marcus Hepp

• What actually makes someone
a good father?
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BIOGRAPHY

SVEN HANUSCHEK

»I demand by law that no later than 50 years
after the death of a writer, his biography not
only should but must be published.«
He stylised himself as a lone wolf, and his readership still sees itself as a select community.
Despite this, Arno Schmidt has become
a modern classic. And yet, a definitive
biography that does justice to his extensive
estate has not been published until now.
Sven Hanuschek identifies a wealth of new
sources that reveal a new, comprehensive
view of Schmidt’s figure, even debunking
some popular myths. He also guides the
reader through Schmidt’s colossal oeuvre
which is one of the highlights of German
20th-century literature. This biography is
a long-awaited book, not only by Arno
Schmidt’s community of followers.

Sales
All rights available

Fotos ©: Arno Schmidt Stiftung, Bargfeld

Sven Hanuschek
born in 1964, is a journalist and professor at
the Institute of German Philology at the Ludwig
Maximilian University of Munich. His most recent
publications by Hanser are Elias Canetti (a biography, 2005) and Laurel und Hardy. Eine Revision
by Zsolnay (2010). He is also an editor of Elias
Canetti’s letters, which were published in 2018
under the title Ich erwarte viel. He lives in Munich.

21

• The first definitive biography
of Arno Schmidt

Sven Hanuschek
Arno Schmidt
A biography
992 pages with
illustrations and tabs
April 2022

• Surprising discoveries
from the writers’ estate
• From an outsider to a classic
writer: a reassessment
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BIOGRAPHY

JOACHIM RADKAU

»Radkau is one
of the most intelligent historians
in the country.«
Tobias Becker, Literatur Spiegel

Malwida von Meysenbug (1816 – 1903) could
have simply led the life of an aristocrat – but
she chose to do things her own way. In 1848,
she sided with the revolutionaries, and later
on she fought for women’s rights. In exile
in London and Paris, she moved in the most
important artistic and political circles of the
time. Back in Germany, she became Wagner
and Nietzsche’s confidant, and this European
cosmopolite found her second home in Rome.
Her Memoirs of an Idealist were a bestseller
in which numerous women discovered
the possibility of leading a fulfilling, selfdetermined life. Joachim Radkau’s biography
invites us to discover this fascinating
woman: a networker who wove
together a host of different threads.

• Aristocrat, freedom fighter, women’s

Foto ©: Uni Bielefeld

Joachim Radkau
was born in 1943, and was Professor of Modern
History at Bielefeld University until 2009. His
publications with Hanser include Das Zeitalter
der Nervosität. Deutschland zwischen Bismarck
und Hitler (1998), Max Weber. Die Leidenschaft
des Denkens (2005), Theodor Heuss (2013) and
Geschichte der Zukunft. Prognosen, Visionen,
Irrungen in Deutschland von 1945 bis heute
(2017). Joachim Radkau lives in Bielefeld. In
2015, he was awarded the Einhard Prize.

rights activist, bestselling author:
the life of an exceptional woman

Sales
All rights available

Joachim Radkau
Malwida von Meysenbug
Revolutionary, Poetess,
Friend: a Woman in
the 19th Century
592 pages
March 2022

• A sweeping panorama of the politics
and cultural history of Europe in
the 19th century
• The first comprehensive biography
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BIOGRAPHY

RUDOLF SCHÖNWALD
»Art that isn’t
political is
meaningless!«

A sensitive artist and teacher, an inimitable
storyteller and contemporary of many eras
and people: it took Rudolf Schönwald many

»Rudolf Schönwald was
a young man who told good
stories, enjoyed singing
very loud, and could imitate
other people to perfection.
A funny guy without a care
in the world? Not quite.«

years to decide to set his memories down on
paper. Now the Hamburg-born Viennese
Schönwald tells how he managed, as
an »important Jew«, to survive war and
persecution in Vienna and Budapest, to
gain a foothold as a convinced but independent left winger during the Cold War, and to
make a name for himself as a painter together
with his friends Alfred Hrdlicka and Georg
Eisler. In brilliant prose, peppered with witty
observations and free of pathos, this book
recalls a whole era with one of the last
individuals who can claim to have been there.

Barbara Coudenhove-Kalergi

Rudolf Schönwald
was born in Hamburg in 1928, and survived the
war in internment camps and by going underground in Hungary. He studied at the Vienna
Academy of Fine Arts and was Professor of
Sculpture at the TH Aachen from 1976 to 1993.
Rudolf Schönwald lives in Vienna and in Freiburg
im Breisgau.

Foto ©: Leonhard Hilzensauer

Erich Hackl
was born in 1954 in Steyr, and now lives and
works as a writer and translator in Vienna and
Madrid. His most recent publications are Am Seil.
Eine Heldengeschichte (2018) and Im Leben
mehr Glück. Reden und Schriften (2019).

25

Sales
All rights available

• A legendary artist
• An important historical document

Rudolf Schönwald
The World Was
a Madhouse
My Life Story
Retold by Erich Hackl
304 pages
March 2022

• An eloquent panorama
of the 20th century
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N AT U R E & S C I E N C E

VOLKER & CORNELIA QUASCHNING

How can we solve the climate crisis?

On the
SPIEGEL
t
bestseller lis

Will energy from sun and wind be enough?
Are electric cars really environmentally-friendly?
Will hydrogen be our salvation? What can
we do ourselves, even if we find it difficult to
change our lifestyle habits? Such questions
are best put to Volker Quaschning, a leading
global expert in regenerative energy. Together
with his wife Cornelia Quaschning, he uses
concrete examples to explain how the transition
to a sustainable economy might be achieved.
But there’s one thing they also both

What will take us out of the climate
crisis and what won’t?

• Food, mobility, electricity production:
Volker Quaschning
was born in 1969 and is a Professor for Regenerative Energy Systems at the Berlin Hochschule
für Technik und Wirtschaft. He has published the
textbooks Erneuerbare Energien und Klimaschutz
and Regenerative Energiesysteme with Hanser –
both of them standard textbooks in their fields.
On Twitter, on Instagram and on YouTube.

Fotos ©: Carl Hanser Verlag

Cornelia Quaschning
studied IT and now works in healthcare. Together,
they host the podcast Das ist eine gute Frage.
On Twitter and on Instagram

which paths can take us to climate
neutrality
• Realistic, easy-to-understand solutions
for the transition to regenerative energy

make clear: time is running out. An energy
transition will not be enough – we need
an energy revolution.

Sales
All rights available

Volker &
Cornelia Quaschning
Energy Revolution Now!
Mobility, Living, Green
Electricity and Hydrogen –
What Leads Us Out of
the Climate Crisis and
What Doesn’t?
288 pages
January 2022

• Volker Quaschning is an expert in
regenerative energy and an initiator
of the Scientists for Future movement
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BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS
»In a brilliant way, the book traces the
beginnings of modern individualism – all the way
back to the Renaissance.« Einzeln sein

»This is a wise, a touching book,
a real little work of art.«
Allein

»This book is informative
and delightfully weird at
the same time.«

Eine Geschichte der Welt in 100 Mikrorganismen

»A story like a small
miracle. A lesson in
building trust.«
Bauer und Bobo

29

PHILOSOPHY

RÜDIGER SAFRANSKI

English sample
translation
available

Rüdiger Safranski on the opposing
poles of the individual and society. A new,
surprisingly contemporary history of philosophy. Before all else, each person is
a separate individual. This can be a burden
we can alleviate by living in a community. But
it can also rouse our ambitions to cultivate
our individuality. Between these two poles
of human existence lie several impressive
attempts at living in solitude. This is the subject

On the
SPIEGEL
t
bestseller lis

of Rüdiger Safranski’s new book. It begins with
Michel de Montaigne and leads us through the

Foto: Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

We’re all single individuals. What
implications does this have for us?
How do we cope with our own
separateness?
Rüdiger Safranski
who was born in 1945, studied philosophy, German
studies, history and art history. He is a research
assistant, publisher and editor of the Berliner Hefte,
a lecturer in adult education and a freelance author
since 1986. His work, which has been translated
into 26 languages, has been awarded the Thomas
Mann Prize (2014), the Ludwig Börne Prize (2017)
and the German National Prize (2018), among
others. Most recent publications by Hanser have
been Hölderlin. Komm! ins Offene, Freund!
(a biography, 2019) and Klassiker! (2019, together
with Michael Krüger and Martin Meyer). Safranski
lives in Badenweiler.

philosophies of Rousseau, Diderot, Kierkegaard, Stirner and Thoreau to the existentialist
philosophy of the 20th century. In the course of
his book, Safranski examines ways in which
we cope with being separate from others –
a state that has recently forced itself
very unexpectedly into our daily lives.

Sales
Korea (Cheongmi), Netherlands (Atlas Contact),
Spain (Tusquets), Turkey (Alfa Basim)

288 pages
August 2021

• A special history of philosophy
from the Renaissance to the present
• Rüdiger Safranski on the opposing
poles of being an individual and society

Rüdiger Safranski
Being Singular
A Philosophical Challenge

Rüdiger Safranski's former works have been sold
to more than 30 territories

POLITICS & SOCIETY

DANIEL SCHREIBER
What does
it mean to be
alone? Daniel
Schreiber
explores a way
of life and a
feeling we
all know.

English sample
translation
available

At no time have so many people lived alone,
and never has it been more elementary to feel
the brutality of loneliness brought about by a
self-determined life. But can we ever be happy
alone? And why, in a society of individualists, is
living alone perceived as a shameful failure?
Drawing on his own experiences, philosophical
and sociological ideas, Daniel Schreiber explores the tension between the desire for retreat
and freedom, and that for closeness, love and
community. In doing so, he illuminates the role
that friendships play in this way of life. Can
they be a response to the loss of meaning in

On the
SPIEGEL
t
bestseller lis

a world in crisis? A profoundly enlightening
book on how we want to live.

Sales
Netherlands (Nieuw Amsterdam)

Daniel Schreiber
Alone
168 pages
September 2021

Foto ©: Tija Mikeli

Daniel Schreiber
born in 1977, is the author of the Susan Sontag
biography Geist und Glamour (2007) as well as the
highly praised and widely read essays Nüchtern
(2014) and Zuhause (2017). He lives in Berlin.
On Instagram: @thedanielschreiber

• The new publication by one of the
most original German-language
thinkers and most elegant essayists

N AT U R E & S C I E N C E

gives you wings: Dysaphis
plantaginea densovirus

FLORIAN FREISTETTER • HELMUT JUNGWIRTH

makes an excellent
barista for bacteria:
Pseudomonas fulva

gobbles up meteorites:
Metallosphaera sedula

could bring about the
end of the world :
Methanosarcina barkeri
plays the postman for genetic mail:
English sample
translation
available

Salmonella-Virus P22

They are everywhere, mostly invisible,
and they make the world go round – bacteria,
viruses, algae and fungi. How did an inconspicuous bacterium introduce the feast of
Corpus Christi to Christianity? Why is a Euglena the bearer of hope in space travel? And
why should environmentalists infect fish with
herpes viruses? Florian Freistetter and Helmut
Jungwirth show us the world as it is revealed
under a microscope. In 100 informative, quirky
chapters, they explain the cosmos of micro-

Looking through a microscope leads
you into other worlds!
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Florian Freistetter
born in 1977, studied astronomy at the
University of Vienna. Hanser publications include
Der Komet im Cocktailglas. Wie Astronomie
unser Alltag bestimmt (2013), which was awarded
Science Book of the Year 2014, and most recently
Eine Geschichte des Universums in 100 Sternen
(2019). In 2015, he became a permanent member
of the Science Busters science stand-up performance group.
Helmut Jungwirth
born in 1969, is a molecular biologist at the
University of Graz. In October 2016 he became
Austria's first university professor for Science
communication. He has been a member of the
Science Busters since 2015.

• Medicine and ecology, the body and

biology and tell a history of the world
as you’ve never read it before.
causes environmentally
harmful watermelon snow:
Chlamydomonas nivalis

Sales
Italy (Aboca), Korea (Galmaenamu), Turkey
(Ginko Kitap)

the environment, history and politics –
how microorganisms affect our lives
Rights in The History of the Universe in 100 Stars
have been sold to 9 countries

• A history of the world as you’ve
never read it before
• Told in 100 entertaining stories

Florian Freistetter
Helmut Jungwirth
A History of the World
in 100 Microorganisms
320 pages
August 2021

POLITICS & SOCIETY

FLORIAN KLENK
»This book reveals
truths that help improve

It started with an insult. In a video filmed
from his pigsty, Christian Bachler, who owns

that state of things, in

Styria’s highest altitude farm, called Florian
Klenk »the head yuppie«. The editor-in-chief

national affairs and for

of the Viennese weekly magazine Falter had
approved of a verdict ordering a farmer to

a stricken smallholder

pay damages when a woman was trampled to
death by his cows. Bachler invited Klenk to do

farm. The fact that

an internship on his farm, and the farmer and
the yuppie got talking – about the climate

this farmer isn’t too

crisis, the meat industry, agricultural policy
and banks. When Bachler’s farm was on the

small for Klenk gives

brink of ruin at the end of 2020, the
friends from two walks of life attracted

him stature.«

12,829 donors within 24 hours.

Robert Menasse

A book about why it is worth talking to

Foto ©: Christopher Marvič

people whose opinions you don’t share.

Florian Klenk
born in 1973, is a lawyer and journalist and
has been editor-in-chief of the Viennese
weekly magazine Falter since 2012. He has been
awarded Journalist and Investigative Journalist
of the Year several times and has received,
among others, the »Men’s Prize« from Emma
magazine and the European Journalism Prize
Writing for Central and Eastern Europe. In 2011,
Zsolnay published his book of collected reportage, Früher war hier das Ende der Welt, and
in 2018 Alles kann passieren! Ein Polittheater
(together with Doron Rabinovici).

• A story of reconciliation
in polarising times
• How a friendship emerged
from a hate post
• One story touching on many topics –
agriculture, the meat industry, the
climate crisis and the rift between
city-dwellers and rural residents

Sales
All rights available

Florian Klenk
The Farmer and
the Eco Yuppie
How Fury Turned
into a Friendship
160 pages
September 2021
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»A real scoop.
A great book!«

»A story like
a small miracle.
A lesson in
building trust.«

Markus Lanz, ZDF

ZDF Aspekte

»It is the – ultimately
universal – story of a
farmer who is robbed
of his livelihood by the
climate catastrophe, more
and more every day …
Bauer und Bobo allows
an intimate look into
the brutal system of
agri-business and subsidy policy in which
consumers cannot – and
should not – know their
way around.«
Cathrin Kahlweit, Süddeutsche Zeitung

»It's a lesson
about the value
of personal
relationships
and bonds.«
Tobias Sedlmaier, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Bücher am Sonntag

»Well written
and entertainingly told.«
Andreas Mihm, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

»A fierce essay
on the vicious
circles in agriculture …
A true agricultural thriller …
and yet, alongside all the
suspense and
the baroque
juxtaposition
of beauty and
decay, the book
has a restrained
melancholy.«
Christina Bylow, Tagesspiegel
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